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ABSTRACT: We propose a new integrated photovoltaic module technology and manufacturing process for the
seamless integration into box body roofs of commercial trucks to unlock a 90.2 GW potential in the EU. Our
approach is to laminate c-Si photovoltaic cells with an ETFE-top cover onto conventional GFRP-hard-foam sandwich
elements, which can be directly installed with conventional box body profiles. We find that VIPV modules must be
lead-free and report results of Hot-Spot, Wet-leakage test and insulation tests to prove the electrical safety of the new
concept. We perform UV, DH and accelerated TC testing on minimodules and find a mean PMPP drop of 3.6% for
PERC, ribbon soldered half-cell modules after accelerated TC200 due to finger failure and partial ribbon
disconnections. We conclude that conventional soldered ribbon based interconnection in combination with polymer
based cover materials lead to unfavorable thermomechanical stresses in TC. We propose the usage of interconnection
technologies that are less sensitive to thermomechanical stresses like Multiwire or shingling as we find that the mean
drop in PMPP of shingle modules to be 1%. PERC Solar cells encapsulated using the proposed module design remain
stable after DH1000 and UV 60 kWh/m². We equipped a Mega electronics e-Worker with a photovoltaic active box
body featuring the first generation of proposed module technology and reported initial monitoring results after 10
months of outdoor operation.
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INTRODUCTION

Vehicle-Integrated Photovoltaic (VIPV) in general is
a promising solution to reduce primary energy
consumption and carbon emissions in the mobility
sector.[1] Measurement studies conducted by Fraunhofer
ISE on moving 40t-trucks in central Europe and the
greater New York area reveal that a DC-yield of 5,300
and 7,395 kWh/a per truck can be generated with 18 %
efficiency module technology. [2] Assuming an
electricity demand of 125 kW per 100 km e.g. of the
announced Tesla Semi [3] and a yearly driving distance
of 95,389 km (German average for a tractor unit [4]), at
least 4.4% for the greater New York area and 6.2 % for
central Europe of the yearly energy demand could be
covered by the integrated PV system.
More than 39.7 Million light, medium and heavy duty
vehicles (6,6 Million > 3.5 t) were operated in the EU in
2019 [5]. Based on 2018 German vehicle licensing data,
heavy duty vehicles (> 3,5 t) hold an estimated average
roof surface area of 21.5 m² [6]. This constitutes a
technical VIPV potential (21 % efficiency, 95 % usable
roof area) for commercial vehicles of more than 90.2 GW
for the EU (Germany, 8 GW).
With a share of 26.3 %, trucks’ and buses’
contribution to road transport related EU green-house gas
emissions in 2017 accounted for ~180 MtCO2e [7]. As a
result, a yearly CO2 saving potential of 11.5 MtCO2e can
be estimated by the utilization of solar energy through
VIPV on commercial vehicles in the EU. In order to
unlock this potential we propose a lightweight, glass-free
module technology. The presented module technology
allows for a resource and cost efficient integration of PV
into box bodies. The solar active body panels are
compatible with conventional box body structures
enabling an easy implementation of the innovative
technology providing a path for PV-applications in
commercial vehicles.
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MODULE TECHNOLOGY

2.1 New requirements for VIPV Modules
The safety and functionality related requirements
towards automotive integrated photovoltaic modules arise
from the established PV standards as well as standards
from automotive frameworks. Selected standards and
regulations are mentioned below.
VIPV Modules are photovoltaic modules and
therefore need to meet the safety requirements according
safety to IEC 61730.
DIRECTIVE 2011/65/EU on the restriction of the use
of certain hazardous substances in electrical and
electronic equipment defines an exception for
“photovoltaic panels intended to be used […] at a defined
location”. Road-mobile PV-panels therefore are not
covered by that exception and conclusively need to be
lead-free. [8]
Regulation ECE-R100, which addresses provisions
concerning the approval of vehicles with regard to
specific electric power train requirements, defines a ‘high
voltage level’ (> 60 VDC) that requires additional safety
measures e.g. insulation resistance monitoring and
voltage drop rates after opening of connectors. [9]
In consequence when multiple modules are connected
in series, with a system voltage that exceeds 60 VDC,
additional safety measures need to be implemented to
guarantee that the voltage drops below 60 VDC within 1 s
after connectors are opened or cables or modules are
damaged.
2.2 Module Concept and Approach
The glass-free module technology is based on
conventional hard-foam box body panels. [10] The box
body panel used in this study is made up of two glassfiber reinforced plates that encompass a hard-foam core.
Due to the tensile strength of the glass fibers the structure
is extremely rigid and torsion-resistant. Glass is not
technically feasible as a top cover for VIPV modules, as
area specific weight is too high and rupture safety in case
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of an accident or torsion of the box body is not
guaranteed. Hence we use weather resistant ETFE foil as
a front cover as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic cross section of the box body
module technology
Junction Boxes and Cables are embedded in the hard
foam core of the sandwich element. The additional
weight by integrating the PV-functionality to
conventional sandwich elements is minimal with
< 1.4 kg/m².
2.3 Manufacturing process
The automated soldering interconnection of half cut
Passive Emitter Rear Cells (PERC) was performed with a
Teamtechnik TT1800. The shingling interconnection of
1/5 PERC shingled cells was done using a Teamtechnik
TT1600 ECA. [11]
For lamination we used a Bürkle E-LAPV Laminator
with a bottom heating plate (bottom) and an optional
heating capable membrane (top). Due to the flexible
elastic front cover foil a sunny side up lamination
approach would be beneficial. However, the foam core of
the body panel acts as a heat insulator. Therefore, the
heat transfer from the heating plate through the sandwich
element in a sunny-side-up lamination approach is very
limited and the heat flow through the membrane is not
sufficient to reach the required temperature for the
encapsulant to crosslink. In order to manufacture these
panels in a conventional PV-Laminator at Fraunhofer
ISE’s laboratory ModuleTec, we developed a sunny-side
down lamination process where the module layup is done
on a heat conductive carrier. The whole setup is moved
into the laminator and processed at 160°C for 10 mins.
The process is applicable in conventional industrial
laminators.
2.4 Module format for box bodies in commercial vehicles
Within the European Union the width of commercial
transportation vehicles is regulated. The directive
EU 2015/719 and national road traffic regulations define
maximum vehicle dimensions. For utility vehicles and
therefore box bodies, the maximum width is 2.55 m.
Cooling trucks built of insulation walls with a thickness
> 45 mm must not be wider than 2.60 m. [12]
Based on the standardized vehicle dimensions we
suggest standardized module dimensions to be
2.50 x 1 m² as the structural integrity of the box body
benefits from continuous roof-panels across the
movement direction of the vehicle.
3

RELIABILITY TESTING
To prove the suitability and reliability of the
proposed module technology, selected Module Safety and
Module Quality Tests according to IEC 61730 and
IEC 61215 were performed on laminates featuring the
setup illustrated below (Figure 2).
2

Figure 2: Schematic material stack of the tested
laminates (ETFE – Ethylene tetrafluoroethylene, EVA –
Ethylene-vinyl acetate, GFRP – glass fiber reinforced
plastic)
Insulation Test (MQT 03), and Wet leakage current
test (MQT 15) were performed before and after a Hotspot endurance test (MQT 09) on a 60-full-cell-laminate,
(see Figure 3). The maximum cell temperature reached
during the Hot-Spot endurance test was 146 °C when cell
A8 was shaded 25 %.
No visual defects were found and the module passed
Wet leakage and insulation tests afterwards.

Figure 3: Photo of module after Hot-Spot endurance test,
with marked shaded cells. Infrared images of the
respective shaded cell and highest measured temperatures
during Hot-Spot endurance testing
Minimodules with PERC half cells and PERC shingle
strings were built and exposed to environmental testing.
The used GFRP material for the minimodules featured no
gelcoat layer.
Three half-cell modules have undergone UV-Testing
with cumulative dose of 15, 30 and 60 kWh/m². Four
half-cell modules have been exposed to 1,500 h Damp
heat testing in 500 h steps.
The accelerated thermal cycling (aTC) procedure
proposed by Schiller et al. with higher heating/cooling
rates (8 K/min) and a 25 min dwell time was applied on
four half-cell modules and four shingle modules [13].
After each testing step the modules have been I-V
and EL characterized at Fraunhofer ISE’s ModuleTEC.
The
IV-measurements
have
been
analytically
temperature-corrected to 25 °C. The used PERC cells
were not stabilized for Light induced degradation (LID)
[14] and light and elevated temperature induced
degradation (LETID) [15].
After aTC200 we found the half-cell laminates
mechanically intact and no delamination of the
encapsulation was observed. The GFRP exhibits minor
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yellowing. Figure 4 shows a photographic comparison of
a module before and after aTC200.

Figure 6: FEM distortion result for a soldered ribbon at
-40 °C with a polymer–based top cover (double scaled)

Figure 4: Photographs of a half-cell module initially
(top) and after aTC200 (bottom)
Electrically, we observe that the emitted light
intensity of the half cells in electroluminescence (EL)
images becomes more inhomogeneous (Fig. 5), due to
two effects: finger failure and partial disconnected cellinterconnect-ribbons. [16, 17]
Finger failure typically indicates a high strain at the
solder joint. It is commonly known that this kind of
failure appears after thermomechanical stresses and lead
to power losses in the TC test.
All cells tend to darken from the pseudo-square-edge,
where the ribbon is led from the front side of the cell to
the rear of the neighboring cell (Figure 5).

Our assumption is that the tested polymeric top cover
in comparison to glass does not have enough rigidity to
counterweight the ribbon compression-induced forces.
Additionally, finger failure and ribbon disconnection
effects are intensified due to the higher thermal
expansion of the ETFE top cover, which is 9.4x10-5 K-1
[18] vs. 9x10-6 K-1 of soda-lime-glass [19]. Therefore the
soldered joint between cell metallization and ribbon or
cell is subject to fatigue failure at the cell edges in aTC.
This is backed by the analysis of the reference
module. We find the finger failure effect to be less strong
in the reference module with glass-backsheet
configuration. The ribbon disconnect effect is not present
in the reference module after aTC200 (Figure 7).

Figure 7: EL-image of the glass-backsheet reference
after aTC200
The box plot in Figure 8 illustrates the relative
change of the electrical parameters of all four ETFE halfcell modules and the glass-backsheet reference for 50,
100 and 200 aTC cycles. We see a 0.2% increase of the
Isc and only a 0.4% decrease in VOC after 200 cycles.
Average fill factor (FF) of the ETFE-modules degrades
strongly by 3.6 % after 200 cycles, resulting in a 3.7 %
average reduction of module power PMPP compared to
2.5 % for the reference module.
The high drop in FF is typical when an increase of
series resistance happens, which is the case for the two
observed failure modes (finger failure and partial
disconnected interconnection ribbons).

Figure 5: EL-images of 3-half-cell module before (top)
and after aTC200 (bottom)
From Finite Element Modelling (FEM) of modules with
polymeric top covers we know that ribbon tend to
compress at -40 °C inducing vertical shear stress on the
contact-metallization-interface (Figure 6).
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Figure 8: Relative losses after aTC – aging of half-cellmodules
The presented results indicate that for the proposed
ETFE-GFRP module technology interconnection
technologies that induce less mechanical stress, e.g.
shingled or multi-wire connection through smaller wire
diameters, might be beneficial for better TC performance.
Multiwire modules have been observed to show better
TC performance in other studies. [13]

Figure 10: EL-images of 10-shingle-cell module initially
(top) and after aTC200 (bottom)
The promising EL images are backed by electrical
measurements shown in Figure 11. Relative mean power
drop in PMPP is only 1 %. These findings are in good
accordance with aTC results of shingle interconnection
technologies reported by Schiller et al. [13]

After aTC200 aging of the shingle modules we find
the module configuration to remain intact, with no
delamination observed (Figure 10). The front ETFE foil,
as well as the rear GFRP cover, shows no damage. Again,
the GFRP shows a minor yellowing.

Figure 11: relative losses after aTC – aging of shingle
modules

Figure 9: shingle-cell module (ID 11173) initially (top)
and after aTC200 (middle)
After aTC200 aging of the shingle modules we
observe a much more homogenous EL image of the
modules as compared to the half-cell samples (Figure
11). There are no finger defects visible, which confirms
our presumption that the ribbons are likely to cause the
finger defects within conventional soldered ribbon
technology.
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To evaluate the impact of hot humid climates on
module reliability we exposed four half-cell-modules and
one glass-backsheet reference to damp heat (DH) testing
at 85 °C and 85 % relative humidity. DH is known to
challenge the adhesion of the module compounds. DH
exposes lack of edge sealing and insufficient tightness
due to visible corrosion of cells and connectors.
After 1,500 h of DH exposure we observe visible
deterioration of the module compounds due to
embrittlement of the GFRP (Figure 12). The cell and
cross connectors show partial corrosion and small areas
of delamination on top of the corroded cell connectors
can be observed.
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Figure 12: Half-cell module initially (left) and after
DH1,500 (right)
The EL images in Figure 13 after DH1,500 show
signs of corrosion at cell edges as well as the cell
connector edges.

Figure 15: relative losses after DH – aging of half-cellmodules

Figure 13: EL-image of a half-cell module initially (left)
and after DH1500 (right)

To determine the UV weathering resistance of the
glass-free module concepts, three half-cell modules were
conditioned with 15, 30 and 60 kWh/m² of UV light from
the front side according to MQT 10 of IEC61215.

We find similar deterioration effects after DH1500 in
the glass-backsheet-reference (Figure 14).

Figure 16: Half-cell module initially (left) and after UV
60 kWh/m² (right)
1

2-cell-modules after UV 15, UV 30, UV 60
PERC, half cells

Analyzing the mean relative losses of the electrical
module parameters in Figure 15, we observe a mean PMPP
change of -5 % after DH1500 (-2.5 % after DH1000),
which is -2.5 % more than the glass-backsheet reference
module.
We expect that the sandwich elements framed and
sealed within the box body (Figure 18) will see much less
exposure to humidity, therefore embrittlement of the
GFRP should be less relevant. Furthermore, applying a
gelcoat to the exposed surfaces of the GFRP is a wellknown approach to improve weather stability of GFRP
[21].

Relative Loss (%)

Figure 14: Photograph (left) and EL image (right) of
glass-backsheet reference after DH1500
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Figure 17: Relative losses after UV-aging
We found no visible deterioration of the module
compounds after conditioning with 60 kWh/m² (Figure
16). Although by visual inspection and EL imaging no
damages could be identified, average module power
output drops by 2 % while FF slightly increases (Figure
5
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17). This is only possible since Isc drops quite
significantly by 1.7 %. A possible reason could be
degradation within the EVA encapsulant resulting in
increased absorption or reflection within the EVA layer.
Further validation experiments to identify the degradation
mechanisms are planned.
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OUTDOOR EXPOSURE - DEMOTRUCK
In fall 2019 a Mega electronics e-Worker was
equipped with a vehicle integrated PV box body by TFS
Fahrzeugbau GmbH in Umkirch, Germany. The modules
are embedded and installed via conventional aluminum
box body frames and additionally sealed with silicon
sealants. The sides of the box body can be orientated to
the sun (Figure 18).
The first module generation, featuring shingled solar
cells and initial interconnection technology based on
Electrically Conductive Adhesives (ECA) were
developed at Fraunhofer ISE’s ModuleTEC. [11] The 6
modules, installed on the sides and roof (Figure 18),
achieve a peak power of 990 W and are connected to the
drive train battery via a DC-DC-Converter. The vehicle is
in daily outdoor operation at Fraunhofer ISE’s campus in
Freiburg, Germany.
The truck is monthly monitored by visual inspection
and every half year the modules are tested using EL
imaging to detect any ageing effects. During the 10
months of outdoor exposure (September 19 – July 20),
the modules have experienced different environmental
loads such as high irradiation at elevated ambient
temperatures, snow, rain, heat and soiling (Figure 19).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 19: Environmental loads: High irradiation at
ambient temperatures of >35°C during summer 2020 (a);
soiling due to pollen during spring 2020 (b): rain (c) and
snow cover during winter 2020 (d)
Further minor damages have been found where an
external mechanical force was certainly at play (Figure
20).

Figure 18: Fraunhofer ISEs Mega electronics eworker with PV-box body
It was found that the module setup withstands the
observed conditions robustly. After 10 months of
operation no delamination is observed, the cover foils
remain intact.
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Figure 20: Scratch on the surface of the ETFE foil (left)
damaged cells in the EL image (right)
With the EL imaging we find that the emitted
radiation levels of the shingled solar cells become more
inhomogeneous in the EL image after environmental
exposure (Figure 21). This might indicate a deterioration
process of the cells or the ECA joint. The shingled solar
cells remain mechanically intact. We would like to
highlight that unlike the minimodules that were put into
the ageing experiment featured optimized cells and
enhanced ECAs, the modules in this section have been
manufactured with first generation cells and nonoptimized processes. Therefore, new exposure
experiments on vehicles with the enhanced bill of
materials are planned.
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OUTLOOK
Within the project Lade-PV (FKZ 03EE1002A) we
will further develop and test (e.g. Hail-Test) the
introduced module technology as well as develop the
system technology to feed the photovoltaic energy
directly into the high voltage drive train of the vehicle.
With the 2nd module generation we will equip a box body
of a Framo E-165 truck and test for weathering and
further environmental exposure typically observed in this
setup.
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camera outdoors (bottom)
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CONCLUSION
We propose a module technology that integrates c-Si
cells directly into box bodies of commercial vehicles. Our
approach is to laminate the c-Si cells together with an
ETFE top cover foil onto conventional GFRP-hard-foam
sandwiches in a sunny-side-down lamination process. We
find maximum hot-spot temperatures in a 60-cell
laminate to be uncritical. Afterwards the sample module
passes wet-leakage and insulation tests. After UV60 cells
remain intact and show no sign of deterioration other than
slight GFRP yellowing. After DH 1,500 the
embrittlement of GFRP (no gelcoat) allows humidity to
enter and corrosion of connectors and cell edges is
observed. Exposure to 200 aTC-Cycles reveal a
sensitivity to thermomechanical stresses of soldered
ribbon technology (-3.6 % ΔPMPP) in our polymer based
module technology. Shingled mini modules show a better
aTC performance (-1 % ΔPMPP). We propose to further
investigate the combination of the GFRP-ETFE module
concept with interconnection technologies that are known
to be less sensitive to thermomechanical stresses e.g.
shingling and Multiwire.
The monitoring results of a Mega electronics eWorker that was equipped with PV panels and operated
for 10 months in Freiburg, Germany, show promising
real world weather resistance of the proposed module
technology.
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